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We show that current and imminent underground detectors are capable of precision astrometry
of dark matter. First we show that galactic dark matter velocity distributions can be obtained from
reconstructed tracks of dark matter scattering on multiple nuclei during transit; using the liquid
scintillator neutrino detector sno+ as an example, we find that the dark matter velocity vector can
be reconstructed event-by-event with such a small uncertainty, that the precision of dark matter
astrometry will be limited mainly by statistics. We then determine the number of dark matter
events required to determine the dispersion speed, escape speed, and velocity anisotropies of the
local dark matter halo, and also find that with as few as O(10) events, dark matter signals may be
discriminated from potential backgrounds arising as power-law distributions. Finally, we discuss the
prospects of dark matter astrometry at other liquid scintillator detectors, dark matter experiments,
and the recently proposed mathusla detector.
I. INTRODUCTION
While the search for particle dark matter colliding at
most once per transit through underground detectors
has proceeded apace, the study of dark matter scatter-
ing multiple times has recently received reinvigorated re-
search. It has been shown that dark matter candidates
expected to interact multiple times in detectors can be
discovered using entirely new analyses at both traditional
single-scatter dark matter experiments and neutrino de-
tectors [1, 2]. Multiply interacting dark matter candi-
dates include electroweak-symmetric solitons [3], baryon-
charged particles [4], composites with qcd-charged con-
stituents [5–7] dark nucleons [8], light mediator mod-
els [2], and primordial charged black holes [9]. In this
work, we focus on the prospects for such detectors to
use dark matter velocity data to discriminate candidate
dark matter events from backgrounds, and follow up any
discovery with precision astrometry of dark matter.
The principle underlying our study is that one can ef-
fectively reconstruct the track of a source of scintillation
light within a liquid scintillator detector from the timing
and location of the photomultiplier tube (pmt) illumina-
tions. This idea was implemented in an analysis of Kam-
LAND data, and was used to reconstruct the track of
charged particles produced by neutrino charged current
interactions [10–14]. Our strategy will be to similarly
reconstruct the track of a dark matter particle travers-
ing the inner detector, utilizing the fact that the heavy
dark matter particle essentially transits the detector in
a straight line at constant speed, with scintillation light
originating from the points along this track where much
lighter nuclei recoil. Although this strategy is similar to
previous efforts involving leptons produced by charged
current events, there are two key distinctions: one, the
dark matter tracks we construct will generate fewer pmt
hits, and two, these hits will be more widely spaced in
time since dark matter moves more slowly. With these
distinctions, we can make reasonable estimates for the
precision with which we can reconstruct a dark matter
particle track.
Besides providing a simple method to validate candi-
date dark matter events against possible backgrounds,
this effort may ultimately yield a measurement of the
dark matter velocity distribution in the vicinity of the
Solar System. Such a measurement would not only be
relevant to understanding dark matter astrophysics, but
would allow one to distinguish a putative dark matter
signal from possible backgrounds. There is, of course, a
large experimental effort in directional dark matter direct
detection with the similar goal of distinguishing back-
grounds and performing dark matter astrometry [15].
This effort focuses on reconstructing the direction and
energy of a nucleus recoiling from a dark matter scatter-
ing event; the direction and energy of the dark matter
particle itself is unmeasured, and can only be inferred
statistically from a large number of events, under some
assumptions regarding the nature of the dark matter-
nucleus interaction. In contrast, our strategy allows one
to measure the direction and speed of a dark matter par-
ticle directly, on an event-by-event basis. This provides a
much more precise and model-independent tool for dark
matter astrometry.
We also determine how many dark matter events are
required, assuming reasonable estimates for reconstruc-
tion uncertainties, to distinguish between different mod-
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FIG. 1. The 10-year reach of sno+ in a search for spin-
independent multiscattering dark matter. Also shown are the
improvement in cross section sensitivity gained with 5%-by-
weight loading of 130Te in the liquid scintillator; the cross
section above which s-wave perturbative unitarity is violated;
the cross sections above which the Earth’s overburden would
degrade dark matter’s energy below detector thresholds; and
the erstwhile constraints placed by dama. Sno+ could detect
≤ 105 dark matter events, acquiring excellent statistics to
perform dark matter astrometry.
els of the dark matter speed distribution, to distinguish
velocity distribution models which are isotropic in the
galactic frame from anisotropic ones, and to distinguish
a possible dark matter signal from a possible instrumen-
tal, radiogenic, or cosmogenic background. We will also
find that we can use dark matter to perform “non-dark”
astronomy, by providing a precise measurement of the
galactic escape speed. This is a unique measurement; es-
sentially, one would be directly measuring the speeds of
gravitationally-interacting particles which are the most
weakly bound to the Milky Way halo. As we will show
later, our method of dark astrometry may determine the
galactic escape speed to within a precision comparable
to, or even better than, current astrophysical surveys.
The plan of this paper is as follows. In the following
section, we first sketch the cross sections and dark matter
masses that can be probed at the liquid scintillator-based
sno+ experiment. This provides an estimate of the num-
ber of multiscattering dark matter events that may be
collected, and the maximum interaction length of dark
matter. Next we detail the event-by-event reconstruc-
tion of the dark matter velocity vector, and estimate the
attendant uncertainties. We then use this information to
extract key kinematic properties of the speed distribu-
tion, to reject environmental backgrounds that may arise
as power-law distributions, and to determine anisotropies
in the dark matter angular distribution, commenting on
the effect of statistics and detector resolutions. In Sec III,
we discuss the prospects of dark matter astrometry at
other other neutrino detectors, dark matter experiments
and the lhc-based mathusla detector, and then con-
clude.
II. SENSITIVITY
Even though our general ideas apply to all types of
detectors, for demonstration we analyse a concrete ex-
ample: the liquid scintillator neutrino experiment sno+
situated in SNOLab. In Sec. III we discuss some specific
ideas for other experimental configurations.
II.1. Reach in cross sections and dark matter
masses
In Fig. 1 we show the 10-year-runtime reach of sno+
in the space of per-nucleon cross section σnχ vs dark mat-
ter mass mχ for the case of spin-independent scattering,
along with the existing bound from a multiscatter search
at dama [16]. The sno+ reach in σnχ is determined by
the minimum number of photoelectrons detectable within
a timing window as dark matter transits the detector,
and the reach in mχ is determined by the integrated dark
matter flux admitted by the detector over the run-time;
see Ref. [2] for further details.
Sno+ would in the near future search for neutrinoless
double beta decay of tellurium (130Te) loaded into the
liquid scintillator lab (linear alkyl benzene). This may
advantage a search for spin-independent multiscattering
dark matter since the scattering would be coherently en-
hanced by the large nucleon number of 130Te. In Fig. 1
we show the reach in σnχ for 5% Te-loading by weight
and compare it to the reach with pure lab. Extrapo-
lating from results in Ref. [17], we have factored in a
scintillation efficiency (the light yield per recoil) of 0.01
and 0.1 for Te (recoiling at ∼ 100 keV) and C (∼ 10 keV)
targets respectively.
We have extrapolated the dark matter-tellurium scat-
tering cross section from the dark matter-carbon cross
section under the assumption that dark matter is a point-
like particle, with equal coupling to protons and neu-
trons, and whose amplitude for coherent scattering on
nuclei is s-wave and perturbative. These assumptions
are invalid if the scattering cross section is sufficiently
large [2, 18], in which case perturbative s-wave unitarity
would be violated, unless the dark matter is a compos-
ite state or scatters via a long-range mediator. We have
indicated this s-wave unitarity limit with a horizontal
brown line, obtained by setting the per-nuclear scatter-
ing cross section to 16pi/s = 4pi/(µCχvχ)
2 for the partial
wave ` = 0, where µCχ is the carbon-dark matter re-
duced mass and vχ = 10
−3 c. For higher partial waves
this limit is scaled up by a factor of 2`+1. In the region
above the line, the scattering cross section normalized to
nucleons is too large to consistently treat the dark matter
as point-like, and the dark matter-nuclear interaction as
a contact interaction. We note that the improvement in
cross section reach does in fact occur in a regime where
point-like, perturbative s-wave scattering is allowed; in
this region, where the above assumptions are satisfied,
our improved reach estimate is valid.
2
Variable uncertainty Baseline resolution
angle: δψ 3.7× 10−2
longitudinal path length: δL/L 6.7 ×10−4
timing: δT/T 10−4
speed: δv/v 6.7× 10−4
TABLE I. The resolutions of variables that may be recon-
structed at sno+ used as a baseline in this work. See Sec. II.2
for how these are estimated. In a real experiment, these uncer-
tainties may vary event by event, but in this work we assume
uniform resolution across event samples. The small values of
angular and speed uncertainties imply that smearing due to
detector resolution will not substantially limit multiscattering
event reconstruction.
From the vertical lines in the plot we see that in
the parameter space unconstrained by dama, up to
NDM = 9.2 ×104 dark matter events may be discovered
by sno+. Thus one could hope for enough statistics to
perform dark matter astrometry in case a dark matter
search yields positive signals. Accordingly, we consider
scenarios where the number of dark matter tracks seen at
sno+ ranges from O(100−105). Note that, although the
scattering cross section determines whether or not a tran-
siting dark matter particle will deposit sufficient energy
in the detector to exceed thresholds and leave a track, the
mass of the dark matter particle (which determines the
dark matter number density) determines the event rate.
Thus, our subsequent analysis of dark matter astrome-
try does not depend on whether or not dark matter is a
point particle or composite, or on whether or not dark
matter-nucleus scattering can be extrapolated from dark
matter-nucleon scattering. We need only assume that the
dark matter-nucleus (either carbon or tellurium) scatter-
ing cross section is sufficiently large that every transit-
ing particle deposits an amount of energy which exceeds
threshold, but not so much energy that its speed is ap-
preciably degraded. The particle mass then determines
the number of events which will be seen, which in turn
determines the precision with which we can measure dark
matter astronomical observables.
II.2. Reconstructing dark matter speed and
direction
We now show how the speed and direction of the veloc-
ity vector of dark matter may be reconstructed at sno+,
and estimate the associated uncertainties. In practice
these variables would be reconstructed in the detector
frame, but for some of our analysis we will assume that
these have been boosted back to the galactic frame.
We estimate the uncertainty on speed and direction
by determining how accurately the pmts at sno+ can
reconstruct the position and time at which dark mat-
ter particles enter and exit the inner detector. For the
moment assuming that pmts nearest to a nuclear recoil
will register the most scintillation light, it follows that
pmts nearest to the point where a particle enters the
detector will light up first, and record a high number
of photoelectrons. Likewise, the pmts near the point of
exit will light up last, also recording numerous photoelec-
trons. All other pmts, relatively distant from the particle
trajectory, would record fewer photoelectrons. Thus the
entry and exit points constitute two “hot spots” that al-
low us to reconstruct the particle’s direction and path
length through the inner detector; in addition, the time
interval between the appearance of these hot spots gives
the particle’s speed. The uncertainties associated with
this reconstruction may be estimated as follows.
The angular uncertainty is given by
δψ ' ∆d
L
, (1)
where L is the reconstructed path length and ∆d, the
transverse uncertainty in L, is the maximum of the spac-
ing between pmts, ∆dPMT, and the dark matter interac-
tion length, λ. As for the uncertainty δv in speed v for a
detector transit time T , we have v = L/T , so that
δv
v
=
√(
δL
L
)2
+
(
δT
T
)2
, (2)
where δT is the timing uncertainty and δL is the longitu-
dinal uncertainty in L. Here δT may be estimated as the
maximum of the pmt timing resolution and the time it
takes for a scintillation photon to travel between neigh-
boring pmts, ∆d/(κc), with κ the refractive index of lab
scintillator taken to be 1.5 [19]. The quantity ∆d/(κc) is
also the uncertainty in determining when the dark mat-
ter enters or exits based on when the pmts were lit. Note
that δL is given by (∆d)2/2L, so that δL/L = (δψ)2/2.
At sno+, 9300 pmts light guides surround a 6 meter-
diameter inner detector. As discussed in [2], for mul-
tiscattering dark matter to be discovered at this experi-
ment, we conservatively require a minimum of ∼ 100 pho-
tons produced and detected by pmts during the ∼ 10 µs
transit of a multiscattering particle. This should be com-
pared to the expected dark count rate across the entire
detector, which is ∼ 10 pmt dark counts in the same
time period. With only ten dark counts recorded across
9300 pmts, and with at least ∼ 100 photons recorded
along the dark mater multiscattering track, we expect
one signal photon to be produced in a dark matter re-
coil every ∼ 5 cm or less, with little interference from
dark counts. Therefore, we expect the limiting length
scale for determining where the dark matter enters and
exits the detector, is the separation between light guides,
which is ∆dPMT = 0.11 m for the 9300 pmts light guides
surround the 6 meter-diameter inner detector at sno+.
In more detail, if we take the typical path length to be
the inner detector radius, L = 3 m, then from Fig. 1 we
estimate that dark matter scattering on carbon can be
detected if λ = (carbon number density)−1 × (threshold
cross section)−1 ≤ 0.07 m. Thus ∆d = 0.11 m, from
which we also have δψ = 0.037. From the value of ∆d,
3
we see that a scintillation photon takes 0.6 ns to move
between pmts. The sno+ timing resolution is expected
to be around 1 ns1, hence δT = 1 ns. The typical dark
matter transit time T = L/(300 km s−1) = 10−5 s. We
also find that δL = 2× 10−3 m. Putting these together,
we see that δv/v = 6.7 × 10−4. Thus the uncertainty
in reconstructing dark matter speed is < 1 km/s, well
below the characteristic dark matter speed in our local
halo. We will use the above uncertainties, summarized
in Table I, as a baseline in our following calculations.
A more complete analysis would of course involve event
reconstruction from all the data from all the pmts; more-
over, these uncertainties could vary from event to event,
and could depend on any cuts imposed on the minimum
path length, but we leave these tasks to the experimental
collaborations, who are best equipped to carry them out.
For the purpose of a proof-of-principle estimate, we as-
sume that the above-estimated uncertainties are uniform
across events samples. Our estimates above already show
that sno+ could perform dark matter astrometry with
very high precision. In particular, the small uncertain-
ties in velocity and angle reconstruction suggested that
smearing of velocity distributions due to detector reso-
lution should not be important, and this is indeed what
we find in practice. More specifically, we find that our
baseline δv/v is so small that only when this uncertainty
is O(100) larger does it induce any appreciable smearing;
our baseline δψ is O(1) short of inducing the same. Thus
we will only vary δψ when generating events.
In the following, we show that reconstructing the dark
matter direction and speed as described above would en-
able us to reconstruct the speed and angular distribution
of galactic dark matter, directly extract several kinematic
properties of dark matter, and discriminate between sig-
nal and background distributions.
II.3. Speed distribution extraction and background
rejection
In this section we show that with enough multiscatter
event statistics, the dark matter speed distribution may
be reconstructed, and in particular important properties
such as the speed dispersion and local halo escape speed
may be estimated. An empirical distribution of observed
speeds can also be used to reject backgrounds that may
arise as a power-law distribution.
We first pick our benchmark speed distribution as the
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution in the galactic frame:
f(v) =
1
N v
2 exp
(
−v
2
v20
)
Θ(vesc − v) , (3)
1 We thank Alex Wright for guidance on this point. This estimate
also matches event time binning at borexino [20].
where Θ is the Heaviside theta function and the normal-
ization factor is given by
N =
√
pi
4
v20
[
v0Erf
(
vesc
v0
)
−
√
2vesc exp
(
−v
2
v20
)]
,
(4)
where, in this subsection, we take the circular speed v0
(=
√
2/3 × dispersion speed) = 220 km s−1 [21], and
the Milky Way escape speed vesc = 600 km s
−1 unless
specified otherwise. This distribution is predicted by the
Standard Halo Model [22].
Dispersion speed.
Our method of extraction of the dispersion speed is
as follows. As argued in Sec. II.2 the fractional reso-
lution in speed is too small for smearing to be impor-
tant, nevertheless for completeness we obtain a smeared
speed distribution, frecon(v), by convolving Eq. (3) with
the Gaussian function (1/
√
2piδv) exp(−v2/2δv2). Next
we draw NDM events from frecon(v), which constitutes
the pseudo-data of our experiment. For the purposes of
generating pseudodata, we sample from a flux-weighted
distribution ∝ vfrecon, i.e. from the expected detection
rate of events with speed v.
We then determine how many events are required to
faithfully extract the mean speed vmean, which can be
easily computed from a set of sample events (and denoted
by vreconmean) after flux-unweighting them. The mean speed
can then be compared to the mean speed predicted by
Eq. (3), which is given by
vmean =
√
4
pi
v0(e
v2esc/v
2
0 − 1)− v2esc/v0
ev
2
esc/v
2
0Erf(vesc/v0)−
√
2
.
(5)
For v0 = 220 km s
−1 and vesc = 600 km s−1, we have
vmean = 249 km s
−1. To gauge the efficacy of our ex-
traction of vmean we repeat this procedure over 300 tri-
als. In the top left panel of Fig. 2 we show our trial
distributions of the quantity (vreconmean − vmean)/vmean for
NDM = 10
4, 103, 102, after setting vesc = 600 km s
−1 in
Eq. (5). Clearly vmean is reconstructed better with bet-
ter statistics. In particular, we see that, with as few as
102 events, vmean can be reconstructed with a precision
of ∼ 10%. With 104 events, a reconstruction precision of
∼ 1% is achievable. Much larger exposures are required
before the speed resolution for individual dark matter
particles has a non-negligible effect on the precision with
which vmean is reconstructed.
Strictly speaking, in the above procedure we must gen-
erate pseudodata by sampling events from a distribu-
tion in the Earth’s rest frame, because it is the flux
in the Earth’s rest frame which determines the velocity-
distribution of events. However, we have used the galac-
tic frame distribution so that the relationship between
vmean and v0 is simple as in Eq. (5). Moreover, the pre-
cision of reconstruction is not sensitive to the frame we
pick, as borne out by the following hypothesis test.
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FIG. 2. Top left: Distribution over 300 trials of the normalized difference between the reconstructed-at-sno+ and actual mean
speeds of dark matter, with 102, 103, and 104 events. As expected, greater statistics would help more precise reconstruction. See
Sec. II.3 for further details. Top right: Normalized dark matter halo distributions in the Earth’s rest frame f⊕(v) taken from
Eq. (6) with circular speeds v0 = 180, 220, 260 km s
−1. Bottom: Results from 103 Kolmogorov-Smirnov trials determining the
number of events required to distinguish a distribution with circular speed v0 from that with v0 = 220 km s
−1. The dashed
lines denote the upper and lower quartile of trials, the solid line denotes the median trial.
One may wish to determine the number of events to
be collected to reject some hypothesis for what v0 is
2. To
do so, we perform a Kolmogorov-Smirnnov (ks) test to
differentiate between speed distributions for various v0,
for which it will be useful to consider the expected flux-
weighted distribution of dark matter particle speeds in
the Earth’s rest frame [24] (taken to be the Sun’s rest
frame):
vf⊕(v) ∝ v2 exp
(−(v2 + v2⊕)
v20
)
×[
exp
(
2vv⊕
v20
)
− exp
(
cmin
2vv⊕
v20
)]
Θ(vesc + v⊕ − v) ,
(6)
where v⊕ = 235 km s−1 is the mean Earth’s speed in
the galactic rest frame, and cmin = max[−1, (v2− (v2esc−
2 There are some recent indications that the Milky Way’s dark
matter halo distribution may skew towards lower speeds than
those found by fitting stellar velocity data [23].
v2⊕))/2vv⊕]. We plot the distribution f⊕(v) for v0 =180,
220, 260 km s−1 in the top right panel of Fig. 2.
The results of our ks test are shown in the bottom
panels of Fig. 2, where various v0 are tested against a
hypothesis of 220 km s−1. We perform this test with 1000
trials and display the median result as well as the upper
and lower quartiles. We see that roughly 10 events suffice
to determine v0 to within 50 km s
−1, and O(100) events
will be required to determine it to within 10 km s−1.
Thus our results from the ks test are consistent with our
results from reconstructing the mean speed: with O(102)
events, the dark matter mean/dispersion speed can be
determined to within a precision of ∼ 10%.
It is no surprise that the precision with which we
can reconstruct the mean speed does not depend
dramatically on whether we used a speed distribution
in the reference frame of the Earth, or in the galactic
rest frame. Although the galactic frame flux distri-
bution (obtained from Eq. (3)) and the Earth frame
flux distribution (Eq. (6)) are slightly different, their
variances both scale as v0. From the Central Limit
Theorem, the precision with which the mean speed can
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be reconstructed is determined only by the variance of
the distribution and the number of events, irrespective
of the detailed shape of the distribution. More generally,
this also indicates that our results should be fairly
robust, even if the speed distribution in galactic frame is
not of the Maxwell-Boltzmann form.
Local escape speed.
Next we estimate how sensitive large volume experi-
ments will be to vesc. At first glance it might appear
easy to extract vesc and v0 from at least two moments
of the distribution such as vmean and, say, the root-
mean-squared speed. However, since vesc by definition
is a velocity feature that lies near the high speed tail of
a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, these moments are
very insensitive to vesc and no faithful extraction is fea-
sible. Furthermore, there is recent interest in whether
a high-speed component of the local dark matter dis-
tribution may not follow Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics,
having originated from the historic near passage of the
Large Megallanic Cloud [25].
Nevertheless it will be interesting to know how many
events would need to be collected to test a truncated
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, for the moment ne-
glecting the possibility that the highest speeds of local
dark matter may not follow this distribution. For the
sake of this test, we define the null hypothesis as specify-
ing the escape speed to be vtestesc = 600 km s
−1, which is
near the median of local escape speeds determined by var-
ious recent surveys [26–29]. We can then exclude some
v < vtestesc as the true vesc if we observe a single event
in the range [v,∞], assuming the distribution in Eq. (3)
with vesc set to v
test
esc . To do so, we assume that the actual
number of events observed is exactly what we would ex-
pect from a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution truncated
at vtestesc with v0 as specified in Figure 3. Analogously,
we can exclude some v > vtestesc as the true vesc at 90%
c.l. with Poisson statistics, if we expect 2.3 events in
the range [vtestesc , v], a range in which 0 events will be ob-
served. Here we set vesc in Eq. (3) to the v we wish to
exclude. Of course, in practice the true escape speed –
the null hypothesis against which v is excluded as vesc
– will be unknown, therefore in the range v > vtestesc , the
quantity vtestesc must be interpreted as an accurately esti-
mated Bayesian prior. In Fig. 3 we show the net number
of events to be collected to satisfy these criteria as a func-
tion of v, for circular speeds v0 = 200, 220 km s
−1. As
expected, a higher v0 implies that fewer events need to be
collected to detect high-speed events. We see that with
∼ 103 events, the local escape speed can be determined
to within 20 km s−1, i.e. to within 3%. Once again due
to the Central Limit Theorem, we expect a very similar
precision had we carried out our test by drawing events
from the Earth’s rest frame. Note that current uncer-
tainties at the 90% c.l. on the escape speed determined
by astrophysical surveys range from 5% to 10% [26–29].
For ease of comparison with existing bounds on vesc,
we have assumed here that the velocity distribution of
events is determined by the flux distribution in galactic
frame. A more accurate analysis could be made by
drawing events from the flux distribution in Earth frame
and then boosting back to galactic frame, but as noted
before, this will not change the analysis or the results
qualitatively.
Background rejection.
Large volume cosmic particle detectors may identify a
set of slow-moving candidate events in the coming years.
We show that the distribution of speeds in these events
will provide a powerful background rejection method in
the search for multiscattering dark matter, given the
exquisite timing/speed information available at these ex-
periments.
Without having conducted a multiscatter dark mat-
ter event search, it is difficult to say what backgrounds
may arise in the Earth’s rest frame. If these background
events are indistinguishable from dark matter events,
they may scale as some power of the background par-
ticles’ speeds. Specifically, we consider the power-law
background distribution
fbkgd(v) ∝ vn , (7)
normalized over the range v = 3− 750 km s−1; it is nec-
essary to truncate this range at the lower end for n < 0
since fbkgd(v) is unbounded as v → 0. Figure 4 dis-
plays some normalized power-law background distribu-
tions alongside a dark matter Maxwell-Boltzmann distri-
bution f⊕(v) with v0 = 220 km s−1 in Eq. (6). To distin-
guish the backgrounds from dark matter, we perform a ks
test with 1000 trials: we randomly generate pseudodata
from the above speed distributions, and determine how
many events would be required to reject the Boltzmann
distribution hypothesis at 2σ significance. Our results
are shown in Figure 4 with the median, upper quartile
and lower quartile of trials. We see that fewer than 25
events are required to discriminate signal events at 2σ
significance against a power-law background.
II.4. Angular distribution
Dark matter velocities are usually thought to be
isotropic in the galactic frame. To see the effect of statis-
tics and detector resolution on the reconstruction of this
property, we introduce a “test” anisotropy, and hence as-
sume the (normalized) angular distribution of dark mat-
ter in the galactic frame is
g(θ, φ) = c00Y00 + c`m
∑
`=1,2
Y`m
=
1√
1 + 7ε2
√1− ε2Y00 + ε ∑
`=1,2
Y`m
 ,
(8)
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FIG. 3. The number of events required to exclude v as the local escape speed of the galactic dark matter halo, assuming a
truncated Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution with v0 =200, 220 km s
−1, and a null hypothesis with the true escape speed =
600 km s−1. For v < 600 km s−1, observing one event above v would exclude it as the true escape speed. For v > 600 km s−1,
observing zero events between 600 km s−1 and v, when 2.3 events are expected, would exclude it as the true escape speed at
90% c.l. assuming Poisson statistics. See Sec. II.3 for further details.
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FIG. 4. Top: A dark matter halo distribution in the Earth’s
rest frame f⊕(v) taken from Eq. (6) with circular speed
v0 = 220 km s
−1, and power-law background distributions
normalized over the speed interval v = 3− 750 km s−1. Bot-
tom: Results from 103 Kolmogorov-Smirnov trials determin-
ing the number of events required to reject with 2σ signif-
icance background distributions ∝ vn . The dashed lines
denote the upper and lower quartile of trials, the solid line
denotes the median trial. See Sec. II.3 for further details.
where the Y`m are spherical harmonics in the real basis.
In the following we take ε = 0.1, so that in the above
distribution the coefficient
c`m =
{√
1− ε2/√1 + 7ε2 = 0.962; ` = 0,m = 0 ,
ε/
√
1 + 7ε2 = 0.097; ` 6= 0 . (9)
Assuming that the uncertainties in polar and az-
imuthal directions are equal, i.e. δθ = δφ = δψ/
√
2,
we obtain the smeared distribution grecon(θ, φ) by con-
volving the above function consecutively with the Gaus-
sian functions (1/
√
piδψ) exp(−ψ2i /δψ2), with ψi = θ, φ.
We then draw NDM events from grecon(θ, φ) to obtain
pseudo-data, and numerically reconstruct the coefficients
c`m using the completeness relation. We repeat this pro-
cedure over 300 trials. In Fig. 5 we show how the re-
constructed values of c00 and c11 are distributed across
these trials, for a realistic angular resolution of 0.01 (top
panels) and a pessimistic one of 1 (bottom panels), for
NDM = 100, 500, 10
4. We also show with vertical dot-
dashed lines the actual c`m values from Eq. (9). As ex-
pected, larger statistics reconstruct the coefficients more
precisely; 102 events are sufficient for a reconstruct pre-
cision of ∼ 10%, and 104 events for ∼ 1%. But also
interestingly, larger statistics reconstruct c00 more accu-
rately, identifying the isotropic nature of the distribu-
tion better; we see that the reconstruction accuracy for
NDM = 100, 500, 10
4 is ∼ 20%, 5%, 1% respectively. Fi-
nally, the larger the smearing, the nearer the co-efficient
c00 (c11) is reconstructed to unity (zero), bearing out
the intuition that smearing washes out anisotropies. Al-
though not plotted here, we find that the other c`m coef-
ficients in Eq. (9) exhibit reconstruction precisions very
similar to that of c11.
Note again that, for simplicity, we have performed our
analysis in galactic frame. In the frame of the solar
system, the motion of the solar system in the galactic
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FIG. 5. The effect of event statistics and detector resolution-induced smearing on the accuracy and precision of reconstructing
the dark matter angular distribution. Shown here are distributions over 300 trials of the reconstructed coefficients of the
monopole term (c00) and a dipole term (c11) in the dark matter angular distribution assumed in Eq. (8), with 100, 500, and 10
4
events, for an angular resolution of 0.01 (top panels) and 1 (bottom panels). The vertical dot-dashed lines indicate the actual
values of these coefficients. Greater statistics reconstruct the coefficients more accurately and precisely, and poorer resolutions
wash out anisotropies. See Sec. II.4 for further details.
plane induces an anisotropy in the angular distribution
of events. Our results thus indicate the extent to which
one can distinguish deviations from the anisotropies in
Earth frame which would be expected from a distribu-
tion that is isotropic in galactic frame.
III. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK
While the discovery of dark matter certainly motivates
searching for the unique footprints left by multiscatter-
ing dark matter in timing data, the prospect of directly
measuring dark matter halo properties at a terrestrial de-
tector additionally inspires the program we have laid out.
In this study we have outlined how dark matter astrome-
try can be carried out at the currently operational liquid
scintillator neutrino experiment sno+, which could de-
tect in 10 years up to 105 events of dark matter with
a per-nucleon scattering cross section & 10−28 cm2, in
a dark matter mass range of 1016−1021 GeV. We have
shown that, thanks to sno+’s superior timing resolution,
the velocity vector of such multiscattering dark matter
can be reconstructed for every event with an uncertainty
so small as to render the effect of smearing from detec-
tor resolution negligible. This reconstruction allows us to
assemble an empirical velocity distribution, from which
we could extract kinematic properties of the halo such
as the dispersion speed, local escape speed, and velocity
anisotropies, as well as reject environmental (e.g. instru-
mental, radiogenic or cosmogenic) backgrounds that may
arise as power-law distributions by collecting just O(10)
events, using a statistical test such as the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test.
We have only attempted a basic estimate of the res-
olution with which a detector like sno+ could pinpoint
the speed and direction of a dark matter particle, on an
event-by-event basis. A more realistic estimate would
involve a detailed numerical attempt to model the detec-
tor response. Although even our basic estimates indicate
that the uncertainty in particle direction is small, and the
uncertainty in particle speed is negligible, it would be in-
teresting to verify these estimates with a more precise
numerical study.
In discussing the prospects for liquid scintillator neu-
trino experiments to measure the local escape speed, we
have neglected the possibility that a population of dark
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matter particles is not bound to the Milky Way halo.
But if such a population were present and non-negligible,
then the techniques we have described provide a means
for directly studying this population. A detailed study
of these prospects is beyond the scope of this work, but
would be an interesting topic for future investigation.
Our discussion of the reconstruction of dark matter
tracks focused on sno+, but it may be extended to other
detector configurations as well, which we now remark on
briefly.
Large volume neutrino detectors. Our reconstruc-
tion techniques can be easily applied to future liquid
scintillator experiments, e.g. juno [30], hanohano [31],
Deep-titand [32], and mica [33] once the detector con-
figuration and timing resolutions become known. Neu-
trino experiments that employ alternative detection tech-
nologies, such as water Cˇerenkov detectors (e.g. Super-
K and Hyper-K), liquid argon time projection cham-
bers (e.g. dune), and optical modules (e.g. IceCube
and antares), are unsuitable for this program because
their energy thresholds are too high for detecting non-
relativistic dark matter scattering.
Dark matter experiments. At noble liquid based
detectors such as deap- [34] where the dark mater
signal is a single scintillation pulse, with reliance on pulse
shape to discriminate from backgrounds, the velocity vec-
tor of multiscattering dark matter may be reconstructed
in a manner very analogous to our description in Sec. II.2.
At noble liquid time projection chambers such as xenon-
t [35], lux [36], PandaX-II [37], and darkside- [38],
where the dark matter signal comprises of two (scintilla-
tion + ionization) pulses, reconstruction of the interac-
tion vertex, and thus of the velocity vector, is more chal-
lenging but feasible. At darkside- the liquid scintilla-
tor neutron veto system surrounding the inner detector
may in principle be additionally deployed to detect mul-
tiscattering dark matter. At bubble chamber detectors
such as pico-l [39], the dark matter direction may be
easily obtained from a collinear trail of bubbles, but due
to poor timing resolution the speed may be difficult to
reconstruct. We leave these challenges to the experimen-
tal collaborations to resolve, should they detect positive
signals of multiscattering dark matter.
MATHUSLA. The recent proposal [40] to build
a large volume hodoscope in the vicinity of a Large
Hadron Collider general-purpose detector such as cms,
would also provide new sensitivity to multiscattering
dark matter. With an effective area of 100 m × 100 m, it
would admit dark matter fluxes about 100 times higher
than sno+ and therefore probe dark matter masses pro-
portionally greater. Mathusla would contain multiple
1 cm-thick particle-tracking layers filled with extruded
scintillator near the ceiling, and an additional tracking
layer on the floor; the detection threshold of these
scintillators is roughly 1 MeV. Multiscattering dark
matter would traverse each of these layers for O(10) ns,
leave a collinear trail across layers, and transit the entire
detector over O(10) µs. The most important background
is cosmic ray showers at the rate of 1 shower per µs;
vetoing this background using timing and tracking
information requires further study. Should isolation of
the dark matter signature be achieved, it automatically
reconstructs the dark matter velocity vector, and dark
matter astrometry may be easily performed.
In summary, we look forward not only to the discovery
of dark matter at terrestrial detectors but also deploying
them as dark matter speed guns and anemometers.
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